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For X ∈ Ω the harmonic
measure ω X is the Borel measure such that:
ˆ
f (Q)dω X (Q) = Uf (X ).
∂Ω

Maximum principle, ⇒ ω X is a probability measure.
Harnack inequality ⇒ ω X << ω Y << ω X . Will omit dependence on pole.
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Let Ω be an unbounded non-tangentially accessible (NTA) set, ω the
harmonic measure with a pole at ∞, σ the surface measure.
Does ω ≡ σ imply that Ω is a half-plane?

(1)

• Important because simplest example
• Shows up as blow-up of other Free Boundary Problems for Harmonic

Measure (Kenig-Toro ’03)
Also connection to Alt-Caffarelli ’81 problem. Minimizers of the functional
ˆ
|∇u|2 + χ{u>0}
are solutions to the free boundary problem
∆u(x) =0, x ∈ {u > 0}
∂ν u(x) =1, x ∈ ∂{u > 0}.
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What is an (Elliptic) NTA Domain?
Jerison and Kenig ’82 (quantitatively open and path connected):

Figure: The Corkscrew and Harnack Chain Conditions. Figures from Capogna,
Kenig and Lanzani 2005

Note that all smooth domains, Lipschitz domains and Quasi-spheres are
“locally” NTA.
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Note that all smooth domains, Lipschitz domains and Quasi-spheres are
“locally” NTA.
The boundary of an NTA domains doesn’t have to locally be a graph, or
rectifiable (Wolff Snowflakes)
Example “in the wild”: u a minimizer A-C functional, then {u > 0} is an
NTA domain.
So natural to restrict to Ω which are NTA.
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All this means they are a natural low-regularity setting to study
elliptic PDE/free boundary problems
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Theorem (Alt-Caffarelli ’81; Kenig-Toro ’04)
If Ω ⊂ Rn is a δ-Reifenberg flat (i.e. no cone points) NTA domain and
ω ≡ σ then (after a possible rotation and translation) Ω = {xn > 0}. If
n = 2, then a priori flatness assumption not necessary.
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• Harnack chains move “forward” in time.

Potential theory and geometry much less well understood!
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hitting measure where you keep track of time).
If ω is the caloric measure (with pole at ∞) and σ the parabolic version of
surface measure (dHn−1 dt), we ask:
Does ω = σ imply that Ω is a half plane?

(2)

Obviously not!!!
Counter Example: A time-cylinder over an elliptic non-flat solution!!
What if you assume flatness? (Partial results on this by
Hofmann-Lewis-Nyström ’04, Nyström 06, 12)
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Measure.
• Used work of Andersson-Weiss ’09 on parabolic version of
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• Flatness needed when n ≥ 3.
• Flatness not needed when n = 1
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Parabolic NTA domains in R2
Theorem (E’16)
A parabolic NTA domain Ω ⊂ R2 must be either a graph domain
Ω = {(x, t) | x > f (t)} (after a possible reflection over the x-axis) or a
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connected component of ∂Ω
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Figure: Pictorial Proof of the Theorem.
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Corollary (E’16)
If Ω is a parabolic NTA domain in R2 with rectifiable boundary and ω ≡ σ,
then (after a possible reflection and translation), Ω = {(x, t) | x > 0}.
• Nyström 06, 12, showed that Theorem ⇒ Corollary.
• Theorem surprising given Wolff Snowflakes (not true in higher dim)
• What about when n = 2?
• Are there solutions to the parabolic problem which are not cylinders

over solutions to the harmonic problem?
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What do we even mean by a solution to (3)? (work by Caffarelli-Vazquez
96, Weiss ’03, Andersson-Weiss ’09 and others)
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Potential theory of parabolic NTA domains.
• Boundary Harnack inequality!

4

A different topological notion. (Each time slice convex? Related to
ongoing work with Jerison and Mayboroda)
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Thanks!

Thank You For Listening!
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